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Dear Hang Tough Foundation Family,

2017 was an eye opening year in the life of Hang Tough Foundation that brought about massive growth and many changes to the organization. We
realized there is not only a need for the programs and services we offer, but that the number of families that have a child diagnosed with illness or
special needs is staggering in our region. At the beginning of 2017 we had 144 amazing heroes. That number was more than doubled, with 345
heroes and their family members as part of our Hang Tough family at the end of 2017. We increased our programs and services, all which are available at no-cost to our Hero Families, to nine various offerings to fit the needs expressed by our network of families. Attendees at our events soared
to record breaking numbers and often reached capacity figures. Programs such as Santa Day welcomed 169 heroes and sidekicks while our Parents’
Night Out and Tough As Nails Support groups saw nearly 400 children throughout the year!
In an effort to ensure that we maintain the quality and standards set for our programs and events, while reaching larger quantities of hero families,
our Board of Directors made significant and strategic business decisions to bring on two part-time staff members last year. In January we hired a
Program Manager to oversee the Family Relations aspect of Hang Tough and in August, we welcomed our first Executive Director. These positions
can be seen as a direct reflection of our growth and commitment to being an organization that will stand alongside the families of the Big Bend
region for many years to come.
It goes without saying that none of this would be feasible without the direct support of our community. We are proud to say that we are locally
funded and primarily a volunteer based organization. To us, this speaks volumes about the heart of our community and the dedication it exhibits
to ensure no family should ever fight alone. We are truly honored that so many individuals have rallied behind two moms that sat around a kitchen
table three years ago with a dream. We are truly humbled that so many of you stepped up and didn’t just recognize the need, but got involved. We
know that Hang Tough Foundation would not be a refuge and outlet for so many families, without the remarkable support that each of you have
shown.
We are incredibly proud of what Hang Tough Foundation is today and what it will be many years from now. Thank you for believing in our mission,
vision and never hesitating to build alongside of us.

Forever Grateful,

Executive Director and Co-Founder

Board President and Co-Founder

Year in review
Our support programs and services include:
Family Support Groups/Networking
Parent’s Night Out
Sibling Support Groups/Activities
Therapists and Counselors
Tutors/School Work Assistance
Community Advocacy and Awareness
Hospital Care Packages
Health and Wellness Programs
Our future programs and services include:
Play Area
Mommy/Daddy and Me Classes
Parent/Family Education
Pre and Post Procedure Assistance
Social Work Provider
Financial Counselors
Grief Support
Medically Trained Consultant
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Statement of financial position
As of December 31, 2017
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“Before hang tough, our families whole world revolved around our heroes needs and goals. With
Hang Tough, my wife and I have had the time and support to focus on our needs and to highlight the needs, treasures, and gifts of our amazing sidekick. Thank you Hang Tough!”
- CaMDEN

and Luke’S DAd- Kevin bailey

Hang Tough Heroes

Fletcher

Bryan

Darianna “Dd”

TJ

Burkitt’s Leukemia

Autism

Autism, Juvenile Arthritis & Lupus

Down Syndrome

Mackenzie

Brandon

claire

Kamali

Food Allergies

Autism, Cerebral Palsy, Cancer

Juvenile Arthritis

Autism & ADHD

“Hang Tough provides a network of parents who understand. They gave us a second family and

a place to find respite. I know my kids are safe with the volunteers and staff at events and are
having fun, too. Hang Tough is an organization that cares about the family unit, each piece.
--

Hank’s Mom, Samantha Issacs

Connect with us

www.hangtoughfoundation.org

